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People everywhere love animals, be they hairy, feathered,  
scaly, or shelled. Some are so passionate that they dedicate their 

lives to animals. They become veterinarians, or zookeepers,  
or they run animal shelters for cats and dogs. But did you know 
that you can be a professional cat cuddler? Or a snake milker? 
Or even a dog yoga teacher? This book is packed full of such 

fascinating and unusual animal-related jobs, all illustrated  
with quirky pictures and job offers that are sure to grab your eye.
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dog poop bags plenty of water  
and a dog bowl

leash

love animals / be punctual / love being active / 
be patient / not mind bad weather

You will

A professional dog walker collects their 
furry, four-legged friends and takes them on 
walks that fit their personalities. They must 
remember to scoop up all the poops on the 
walk. Back inside, the walker must make sure 

the dogs have enough water and food – and 
if not, they must fill them up. If the dogs have 
long hair, the walker must brush them.

PHYSICAL FITNESS – Every dog is different. 
Some dogs, especially those with short legs, 
only need a quick stroll. Others need a long run 
like a 10K! A professional dog walker must take 
these differences into account. 

PUNCTUALITY – You can’t make your canine 
clients wait. They are desperate for a proper 
walk.

We’ve got it 

under control

dog walker
Do you love dogs? Do you love 

taking long walks with four-legged 
friends? Then professional dog 
walker is the very job for you! 

JOB DESCRIPTION

EQUIPMENTI’m late!  
I should  

have picked 
up Ally ages 

ago!

Professional
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Animal

We are looking for  
someone to return the spring to 

our elephant’s step. 

Don’t worry!  

We’ll bring you

back to full health.

physiotherapist

Cat café
Barista

A physiotherapist is somebody who treats 
injuries. And only an animal physiotherapist 
can help animals with injuries or mobility 
issues (things that stop them from moving 
around). They are experts on animal anatomy, 
knowing every bone, muscle, joint, and tendon. 

They work to restore animals to full health 
and fitness by first identifying the problem, 
then creating a personalized – or rather 
animalized – exercise plan. They also use 
therapeutic baths and massages to help their 
animal patients.

Do you love making delicious 
coffee? Do you also adore cats? 
If so, you’re the perfect fit for 
our cat café! Give us a call and  
swing by for an interview.

A barista (someone who makes coffee)  
at a cat café must be able to make delicious 
coffee and be great with cats. Customers  
may want to pet the cats, pick them up,  
or give them a treat. The barista gets to be 
around cats all day.

I make the best 
coffee anywhere!

  Taste your dream
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Don’t forget the 
tortoise’s lettuce!

Animal

Hey there! I have 5 cats, 2 big dogs,  
1 parrot, and 3 snakes that I need to get  
to my parents’ house on the other side  

of the city. Can anyone help me out?

taxi service

love being around animals / be patient /  
have a great sense of direction /  
be an excellent driver

You will

Getting lots of different animals from one 
place to another is a piece of cake for a pet taxi 
or transport service. Skilled drivers pick up the 
animals, load them into their car, and take off. 
The animals arrive at their destination in no 
time. If the trip is a long one, the driver needs 
to make sure the animals don’t get hungry, 
thirsty, or uncomfortable. The driver also stops 
sometimes so the animals can get out and 
stretch their legs.

The animals’ owners are kept informed about 
how the trip is going, so they can relax.

And pets aren’t transported only on the 
ground. If they need to go a long way, it’s best 
to use special air transportation, during which 
their safety is guaranteed.

Faster,  
Fr-r-rank! 

We take 

animals anywhere

Don’t push!

Ow!

Let’s  
go-o-o! 

Uh-oh!
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A veterinary dentist is a doctor who treats 
diseases of animals’ mouths, such as aching 
teeth and inflamed gums. Like a human 
dentist, they repair decaying teeth, pull out 
broken teeth, and file down or adjust oversized 

or overgrown teeth. If an animal’s teeth are 
very dirty, they will clean them until they shine! 
Animal stomatologists treat any animal with 
teeth, even a crocodile or the mighty lion!

JOB DESCRIPTIONYour teeth,

our pleasure Veterinary
dentist

My crocodile has been very cranky lately and he isn’t eating. If he could 
speak, he would tell you that his teeth hurt and some of them are loose.  

I’m looking for someone who can help my pet with his teeth so he doesn’t 
lose any. Is there someone who does that?

Is that the whirr 
of a drill I hear?

Why aren’t my  
teeth like the ones 

on the poster? 
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WildlifeExotic photos  

 while you wait

photographer
I take authentic photographs  

of all wild animals. Call me anytime! 

Wildlife photographers travel around the globe 
in search of unique shots of wild animals. 
Some take pictures of any animal, such as 
crocodiles, sharks, lions, antelopes, elephants, 
gerbils, monarch butterflies, and baboons. 

Others specialize in one species. In any 
case, every wildlife photographer must be an 
intrepid explorer and have the creative vision 
of an artist.

Pet 

photographer
Do you wish to have your dog,  

cat, fish, parrot, tortoise,  
or hamster immortalized in a beautiful, 
artistic photograph? Yes? Well then, 

you’ve come to the right place. 

A pet photographer has it easier than a wildlife 
photographer. They don’t have to travel to 
distant lands. They don’t have to deal with 
freezing cold, sweltering heat, sandstorms, 
or heavy rain. They don’t have to hike through 
the jungle to get the perfect picture. They take 
photos from the comforts of their own studio, 

the pet’s house, or a special outdoor spot like 
a park or a field of flowers. To make amazing 
pictures of much-loved animals like dogs, 
cats, hamsters, parrots, and guinea pigs, pet 
photographers need a great eye and artistic 
talent.

Please don’t 
blink . . .  

or scratch.

 Beauty at first click
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